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ItAcA - Italian Acappella Project was created on October 2012 during a Facebook chat 
between Alessandro Gnolfo (creator and moderator of Facebook group "Italian Acappella 
Society, bass and vocal drummer) and Lorenzo Subrizi (arranger, composer, baritone and 
vocal drummer). The intent was multiple: to put together as much vocal groups and 
singers as we can to create a huge virtual choir, to let Italian competences and know-how 
be around, so that all ItAcA participants could have been in touch with different potentials 
and ways to do a cappella music. ItAcA wants to be also a starting point for something 
bigger, like a real network and community in italy, heading to build up new working spaces 
and spreading a-cappella culture! 
And all this is perfectly summed in IRIDIS! 
 
IRIDIS is an Erik Bosio's composition, commissioned by ItAcA - Italian Acappella Project. 
It will catch and thrill you with its ancestral and electronic sonority, the whole thing 
enriched by Latin lyrics, that paint a bucolic and timeless scene! You are going to grow up 
a rainbow (iridis) in your soul! 

ABOUT US!!! 
 
"That production of yours is absolutely killer! This is absolutely outstanding! There are a lot of choirs that 
would kill to sing this kind of stuff!" - Bob Stoloff 
 
"It is absolutely beautiful!!!" - Yumiko Matsuoka 
 
"Cool! It's beautiful, visually and musically!" - Michele Weir 
 
"I am a huge fan and the project is very mind-boggling...very creative, very fresh, very intuitive. All the 
best!" - James Rose (Vive) 
 
"ITACA celebrates the strength and depth of Italian a cappella talent, featuring groups and individual 
performers from North, South, East and West singing an epic composition from Erik Bosio: Iridis!" - Jes 
Sadler (former Swingle Singers)  
 
"Sometimes Italian a cappella kicks ass. This is one of those times." - Andrea Figallo (Wise Guys) 

IRIDIS by Erik Bosio
ItAcA - Italian Acappella Project
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